A reciprocating Langmuir probe was used to directly measure the behavior of turbulence and flows in the X -point region during transitions between low-(L) and high-confinement (H ) mode in ASDEX Upgrade. The probe traverses the divertor horizontally in 140 ms, typically 2-5 cm below the X -point. Toroidal Mach number, density, floating potential (φ f ) and electron temperature (T e ) are measured. In the regime accessible to the probe (P inj < 1.5 MW, line-integrated core density < 4 × 10 19 m −2 ), the L-H transition features an intermediate phase (I -phase), characterized by limit-cycle oscillations (LCO) at 0.5-3 kHz [G.D. Conway et al., PRL 106, 065001 (2011)]. The probe measurements reveal that this pulsing affects both the density and the toroidal Mach number. It is present in both the low-(LFS) and high-field sides (HFS) of the scrape-off layer, while high-amplitude broadband turbulence usually dominates the private-flux region. Profile comparisons between L-mode and I -phase show lower density in pulsing regions and small shifts in T e , directed oppositely on LFS and HFS, which are compensated by shifts in φ f to yield a surprisingly unchanged plasma potential profile. Directly observed L-I -phase transitions reveal that the onset of the pulsing is preceded by a fast 50% density drop in the HFS X -point region. Back transitions to L-mode occur essentially symmetrically, with the pulsing stopping first, followed by a fast recovery to L-mode density levels in the divertor.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well established that the interaction between shear flows and turbulence is the dominant mechanism responsible for the L-H transition in tokamaks. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] While this interaction is primarily important in the confined plasma, several observations have been made that relate the L-H transition to properties of the scrape-off layer (SOL), 14, 15 neutrals, or even the wall. 16 It is thus possible that theories and models based on turbulence-flow interaction alone will be incomplete when it comes to predicting the L-H power threshold in future devices such as ITER.
To investigate any such additional ingredients related to SOL and divertor physics that might be relevant for a predictive model of the L-H transition, this paper reports on a series of experiments in ASDEX Upgrade, where a reciprocating Langmuir-Mach probe was employed to measure properties of profiles, flows, and turbulence, in the X -point region across L-H transitions. A naturally emerging focus consisted of the intermediate phase between L-mode and H -mode, referred to as "I -phase", which was almost universally observed in the studied experimental regimes that were compatible with probe operations. I -phases in AUG 1, 2, 17, 18 and elsewhere [3] [4] [5] 8, 10, 11, 19, 20 are characterized by a strong "pulsing" activity at frequencies of a few kHz, which has been attributed to the predator-prey interplay between shear flows and turbulence.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the main diagnostics at ASDEX Upgrade used for this work, namely the reciprocating X -point probe and the V -band Doppler reflectometry system. General properties of the experimental discharges are presented in Sec. III. Section IV focuses on profile comparisons between L-mode and I -phase. Direct probe observations of L-I -phase transitions and I -phase-L back transitions are discussed in Sec. V. Properties of the I -phase pulsing are investigated in Sec. VI. The main results are summarized in Sec. VII.
II. DIAGNOSTICS
A. The reciprocating X-point probe at ASDEX Upgrade
The reciprocating X -point probe is installed at z = −0.996 m in Sector 10 of ASDEX Upgrade (Fig. 1 ).
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It reciprocates horizontally through the divertor entrance, taking about 140 ms to cover the distance between the LFS wall at a major radius of R = 1.645 m and the point of maximum insertion at R = 1.305 m, thus stopping only 1.5 cm short of the HFS wall ( Fig.  1) . For typical equilibria, the probe trajectory falls below the X -point by about 2-5 cm, although data at the X -point was also obtained occasionally. The probe has a motor-drive system, for which up to six plunges per shot can be individually configured, in particular allowing for different stroke depths per plunge. In practice, heating of the probe tips limits the number of useful plunges to about three. The probe head is equipped with three cylindrical graphite tips (Fig. 2) , typically 0.9 mm in diameter and 2-3 mm in length. The upper, freestanding tip (closest to the camera view in Fig. 2 ) was usually swept at 1 kHz in the range of -200 V to +50 V (maximum current 1 A) to measure DC profiles of floating potential and electron temperature. The lower two tips are separated by a barrier to form a Mach probe, which is aligned horizontally to measure the toroidal flow component. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] For the experiments reported here, the Mach probe was DC biased to -200 V (maximum current 4 A) to measure turbulent fluctuations at a sampling rate of 0.5 MHz. When DC biasing the probe, arcing can usually not be avoided, in particular when entering the HFS SOL, which is usually characterized by a high density. 32, 33 To limit long burning arcs, a protection system was installed which disconnects the power supply if a current threshold is exceeded, restoring the connection after a delay of either 2 or 10 ms. This protection system was used in some of the discharges presented here (e.g., Fig. 9 ).
B. The V-band Doppler reflectometry system
The V -band Doppler reflectometry system, described in detail in Refs. 2, 21, and 1, launches an X -mode polarized wave in the 50-75-GHz range from the lower launcher depicted in Fig. 1 , at a small angle θ 0 with respect to the direction of the density gradient, which is reflected at the cutoff layer where N 2 (n e , f 0 ) = sin 2 θ 0 . The injected frequency f 0 can be stepped typically every 3-20 ms to change the radial location of the measurement, taking about 0.5 ms for the switching process, during which no measurements are available. If n e fluctuations exist on the cutoff layer at a wavenumber k ⊥ = 2k 0 sin θ 0 , the Bragg-refracted signal of order m = −1 is backscattered to the launch location, where it is collected by a receiver antenna adjacent to the launcher. The intensity of the backscattered signal is thus proportional to the turbulence intensity S(k ⊥ ) ∝ñ 2 e , at wavenumber k ⊥ , at the location of the cutoff layer. In addition, if the fluctuations propagate at a velocity u, the backscattered signal will be Doppler shifted by 2πf
After heterodyne detection of the complex signal, a windowed Fourier transform is applied to obtain the timeand frequency-resolved intensity S(t, f D ), where |f D | ≤ 2 MHz. This is then analyzed further to extract the mean velocity u ⊥ (t) and the instantaneous turbulence intensity S turb (t).
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
A series of experiments were performed at the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak to obtain X -point probe measurements in L-mode, H -mode and in I -phases. A typical discharge is shown in Fig. 3 , where five L-H and H -L transitions were produced by modulating 800 kW of ECRH power at a period of 800 ms with 50% duty cycle. Beam blips were used in some discharges to obtain toroidal rotation and ion temperature data. A line-integrated core density around 3 × 10 19 m −3 was chosen as a compromise between lowest possible L-H transition power threshold (minimum at about 4 × 10 19 m −3 ) 16, 34, 35 and probe arcing, which was found to occur less or later at lower den- sities. The plasma current was 800 kA and the toroidal magnetic field was usually -2.35 T, which was reduced to -1.8 T in some discharges to reduce the L-H transition threshold even further.
The probe plunges were timed to catch up to three L-H transitions at different locations in the SOL. Full plunges across the divertor entrance were attempted most of the time, which had about a 50% success rate to reach the dwell point at the HFS prior to arcing. When unsuccessful, arcing occurred mostly when going from the privateflux (PF) region into the HFS SOL, which usually features a steep climb in density. On the outward stroke, either arcing or tips entering a thermal electron-emission regime always occurred in these conditions. As opposed to similar measurements with the reciprocating midplane probe at DIII-D, 30, 31 it was found that the X -point probe at ASDEX Upgrade can delay transitions from L-mode to I -phase, or induce back transitions from H -mode to an I -phase. However, no significant perturbations of the probe are usually seen if the plasma is far from a possible transition. Figure 4 shows an expanded view of one L-H -L transition cycle of Fig. 3 , together with a spectrogram of the inner divertor shunt current. Starting from a quiescent L-mode, it is evident that the L-H transition proceeds via an I -phase, characterized by a pulsing activity starting at ∼2.2 kHz and chirping down to ∼1.5 kHz before the full H -mode is established, which is characterized by broadband spectral activity. The pulsing activity in the I -phase has been identified as predator-prey oscillations between shear flows and microturbulence. 1, 8 The rise in the core plasma density typical for the H -mode already starts at the beginning of the I -phase, sometimes with a second change in slope at the full transition. In the low-density conditions studied here, I -phases were always seen in L-H transitions.
The discharge in Fig. 4 is remarkable in that it also features a smooth back transition from H -mode to an I -phase, without an ELM-like event. After two type-I ELMs in the H -mode, the ECRH power is switched off at 3.3 s. Already 20 ms later, the H -mode transitions to an I -phase by undergoing essentially the reverse series of events: The pulsing reappears at ∼0.5 kHz, chirping up to ∼2 kHz as the core density decreases. At about 3.4 s, the I -phase is stabilized and supported only by beam blips for an additional 300 ms until the I -L transition finally happens at 3.698 s. This illustrates the highly stable nature of the I -phase, which has already been demonstrated to be sustainable over the whole discharge length.
1 The time of the I -L back transition occurs 2 ms before the onset of the next ECRH pulse, which was also accompanied by a probe plunge (the probe data will be presented later in Fig. 6 ). The pulsing activity at ∼2 kHz stops and the core density decreases at a much higher rate than after the H -I back transition, until a steady-state L-mode is achieved. At 3.88 s, the ECRH produces again an L-I transition and the cycle repeats. This discharge illustrates that the sequence of events in an L-I -H transition is undergone in exact reverse order in a smooth H -I -L back transition.
IV. COMPARISON OF L-MODE AND I-PHASE PROFILES
In this Section, we present a comparison between the L-mode and I -phase profiles at the divertor entrance, obtained in back-to-back repeat shots with the reciprocating X -point probe. Shot 29311 had an L-I transition when the probe was still close to the LFS wall, thus obtaining I -phase data during most of the plunge. The discharge was repeated identically in shot 29312, only the probe plunge was set 50 ms earlier. The L-I transition happened only when the probe was already far on the HFS. The combination of these two shots is thus very well suited for profile comparisons between L-mode and I -phase.
The results are shown in Fig. 5 in terms of ion saturation current (I sat ), toroidal Mach number, floating potential (φ f ), electron temperature (T e ), plasma potential (φ = φ f + 2.8 T e ) and electric field along the major radius (E R = −∂φ/∂R), as a function of major radius R. Here, the I sat measurement is the sum of the DC coupled Mach tips, which agrees reasonably well with the I sat part of the swept single tip. The Mach number is evaluated instantaneously as
where I ± are the currents drawn by the two equally-sized Mach tips. Positive Mach numbers are in the +ϕ direction in a cylindrical coordinate system. Given that the plasma current is in the +ϕ and the toroidal magnetic field in the −ϕ direction in ASDEX Upgrade, flows towards the divertor have negative sign on the LFS and positive sign on the HFS. The I sat and Mach number measurements are available at 250 kHz bandwidth with very good signal to noise ratio. In contrast, the φ f and T e measurements are available at twice the sweep frequency of 1 kHz (L-mode case) and 0.7 kHz (I -phase case) at most. Since this is comparable to the pulsing frequency in I -phases (the sweep frequency was varied to exclude a possible locking of the I -phase pulsing to the probe bias), Langmuir characteristic fits are especially challenging. Using a special technique which allows the fit parameters to vary linearly, the fitted interval can be extended to many sweep periods without losing track of the background profile changes as the probe moves. In addition, using orthogonal distance regression (ODR) 36 instead of conventional least-squares optimization improves the result considerably in the presence of large-scale fluctuations. The details of this technique will be published separately. Here, it was applied to 7-ms-long overlapping windows, corresponding to ∼2 cm of probe motion and 14 (10) half-sweep periods for the L-mode (I -phase) case. The slopes determined by the fits are directly used for the calculation of E R . The relatively long window was chosen as the best compromise between satisfactory averaging over the I -phase pulsing activity and sufficient smoothing for the E R calculation, while keeping the smoothing of steep gradients at an acceptable level. The results discussed in the following are robust for a wide variety of time windows.
When the probe enters from the LFS, both plasmas are still in L-mode. All profiles agree very well up to R 156 cm, illustrating the excellent reproducibility of the discharge. The high fluctuations in the Mach number are partially due to low signal at the downstream tip. There are also wall-proximity effects which lead to a too high Mach number close to the wall. These effects usually become unimportant once the connection length reaches 2-5 m, at which point a Mach number of -0.5 is typically observed on the LFS. The floating potential remains slightly negative and flat while T e increases linearly with increasing distance to the wall.
At R = 155 cm, a small but noticeable increase of T e by merely ∼3 eV is observed in shot 29311. Due to the high multiplicative factor of 2.8, this has a significant effect on the inferred plasma potential in Fig. 5 (g ), which in turn changes E R and its shear in Fig. 5 (h) . While still difficult to resolve from the experimental measurements, such a difference in the electric field shear could well be a factor for the following bifurcation of the two discharges.
At R = 154 cm, the L-I transition occurs in shot 29311, while discharge 29312 continues in L-mode. An immediate drop in I sat occurs, closely followed by the onset of the pulsing, which appears to oscillate between the two density levels [ Fig. 5 (a) ]. The Mach number profiles are still very similar between L-mode and I -phase, with the pulsing weakly affecting the LFS Mach number. A significant change is observed in the floating potential, which becomes less negative in the I -phase compared to L-mode by about 10-15 V. The shift in the floating potential is accompanied by a reduced electron temperature by about 5 eV. The differences in the φ f and T e profiles remarkably compensate to yield an approximately unchanged plasma potential profile.
Upon entering the PF region, all profiles are again similar, with T e dropping to the 10 eV range and the Mach number changing sign as is usually observed. The pulsing in the I -phase is still visible but overlaid by highamplitude broadband turbulence. Upon entering the HFS SOL, the pulsing becomes very pronounced and is now also clearly visible in the Mach number. The mean density in the I -phase is lower than in L-mode, accompanied by a shift in φ f and T e in the opposite direction than on the LFS. Again, these shifts compensate to yield approximately the same plasma potential.
Finally, it is important to observe that the plasma equilibrium evolves as the I -phase progresses, accumulating an inward shift of the X -point of about 5 mm by the time the probe has reached the inner divertor leg. This shift can partially account for the mismatch in the I sat and Mach number profiles on the HFS. The change in equilibrium is associated with the slow evolution after the L-I transition, not with a fast event at the transition, since we did not find any indications of such an event in the highest time-resolution equilibrium reconstruction available (CLISTE EQH equilibrium, with 1 ms time resolution).
In summary, the I -phase is characterized by a lower mean density in the SOL compared to L-mode, while the mean toroidal Mach number profiles do not change appreciably. In the I -phase, the plasma becomes cooler on the LFS and hotter on the HFS by about 5 eV. These shifts in T e are remarkably balanced by shifts in φ f , such that the inferred plasma potential remains approximately unchanged, indicating that there are no significant differences in the average electric field between L-mode and I -phase in the X -point region. The density drop at the beginning of the I -phase occurs rapidly and appears to precede the onset of the pulsing, which will be investigated more closely in the following Section in terms of directly observed transitions.
V. DIRECT OBSERVATIONS OF TRANSITIONS
Over the course of the 2012/2013 campaign, a significant number of transitions were directly observed with the X -point probe at various radial positions. Here, we present representative examples of L-I and I -L transitions from the LFS (Fig. 6 ) and the HFS (Fig. 7) , where the latter example was taken from a compact L-I -L transition sequence within 65 ms. Two additional discharges are presented in Fig. 9 to demonstrate the reproducibility of the events. Figure 6 shows expanded views of the L-I transition from Fig. 5 and the I -L back transition from Fig. 4 , both occurring when the probe was on the LFS. As described earlier in Sec. IV, the L-I transition features a SOL density drop concurrent with the begin of the density rise in the core [ Fig. 6 (a, c) ]. The pulsing becomes clearly visible only after the density drop, although there may be some low-frequency fluctuation activity present prior to the drop, which could already indicate zonal flow activity. Unfortunately, no usable Doppler reflectometry data is available for a shot where the X -point probe observed the L-I transition on the LFS, such that no comparison of the two diagnostics could be carried out for this case. In Fig. 6 (a) , it is interesting to note that a core MHD mode, visible in the innermost interferometer chord H-1, slows down substantially before the L-I transition and accelerates again after the transition. There are at least two other discharges with core MHD modes showing this behavior, indicating that it may hold information on changes in the core plasma in the vicinity of the L-I transition. It appears worthwhile to investigate this phenomenon more closely in the future.
In Fig. 6 (b, d, f) , data from the X -point probe and the Doppler reflectometry system is presented for the smooth I -L back transition from Fig. 4 . Both diagnostics see a sudden stop of the pulsing, followed by a strong density rise for the probe, surpassing the amplitude of the Iphase pulsing by a factor of two, and a strong shift in u ⊥ for the Dopper reflectometry system. No indications that the pulsing continues after the transition exist in either FIG. 7 . As in Fig. 6 for an L-I -L transition sequence on the HFS. The density to the HFS of the X -point starts dropping 4 ms before the first indications of the I -phase pulsing appear both in the Doppler reflectometry (cutoff layer at ρ pol 0.960) and the X -point probe data.
diagnostic. The density rise in the SOL appears to occur concurrently with the first indications of a dropping core density in the interferometer signals. During the I -phase pulsing, the I sat measurements of the probe are out of phase with both the u ⊥ and S turb measurements of the Doppler reflectometry system, which will become even clearer for the HFS SOL measurements presented in the following. Figure 7 shows a compact L-I -L transition sequence, which the probe observed between R = 135 cm and R = 131 cm, on the approach to the HFS turning point. Excellent data are available from both the probe and the Doppler reflectometry system. At the L-I transition in Fig. 7 (c) , the density drop starts approximately 4 ms before the first indication of the pulsing appears. The pulsing behavior is consistent with the observations on the LFS, namely a chirping behavior from higher to lower frequencies and increasingly triangular waveforms. After approximately 65 ms of I -phase, during which the average density has slightly increased, the back transition to L-mode occurs with a massive return of L-mode density levels [ Fig. 7 (d) ]. The dominant impression is again that the pulsing activity has essentially stopped before the density returns. The density return to the HFS SOL coincides with the strong drop in the line-integrated core density. The pulsing is very well correlated between the Doppler reflectometry data and the probe data, with regions of high |u ⊥ | measured by Doppler reflectometry at the outboard midplane corresponding to phases of low ion saturation current measured by the probe in the HFS X -point region. The present analysis suggests that the time delays between the two diagnostics are smaller than the parallel transit time L /c s ≈ 0.1 ms between the outboard midplane and the X -point region, suggesting that the fluctuations in the divertor may play an integral role in the global dynamics of the I -phase pulsing.
VI. PROPERTIES OF THE I-PHASE PULSING
To investigate the nature of the pulsing more closely, Fig. 8 shows an expanded view of the I sat traces in Fig.  5 , together with an additional discharge, in which the Iphase pulsing occurred intermittently. Despite the usually highly coherent appearance of the I -phase pulsing, it is evident that single pulses can appear or be skipped without any prior indications of mode growth or damping. Linear mode physics, in which some equations are linearized and Fourier transformed to obtain a dispersion relation, is unable to describe such a behavior. This highlights the nonlinear nature of the I -phase pulsing and is consistent with the interpretation as predator-prey oscillations.
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It is interesting to note that the pulse shapes in Fig.  8 (c) appear to be pointed upward, while those in (d) appear to be pointed downward. Equivalently, more time is spent in the lower-density state in (c) and in the higherdensity state in (d). Indeed, both varieties of limit-cycle oscillations were found also in other discharges. One may speculate that the direction of pointedness of the LCOs may contain information on the relative stability of the two limit states.
A topic of considerable interest is whether there is any relation between the I -phase pulsing and the small-scale turbulence remaining in the SOL. Since the main region of importance of zonal flows lies in the core plasma, this is not necessarily expected. However, indications of a modulation of the high-frequency turbulence with the low-frequency pulsing have been found in the raw probe data, which warrants a deeper investigation.
To separate the high-frequency turbulence from the low-frequency waveforms of the pulsing we proceed as follows. The first (and tricky) step is to choose a cutoff frequency, which must be sufficiently high so that the non-sinusoidal waveform of the pulsing is well described by the low-pass filtered signal. Although the fundamental pulsing frequency is only 1-2 kHz, inclusion of Fourier components up to 10 kHz appears necessary to properly follow the triangular waveforms. Hence, a cutoff frequency of 10 kHz was chosen, and the I sat (t) signal was filtered with both low-pass and high-pass zero-phase filters, yielding two new signals denoted as I <10 kHz sat (t) and I >10 kHz sat (t). The high-pass filtered signal was squared and boxcar-averaged over a timescale of 40 µs, and the square-root was taken to obtain I >10 kHz, rms sat (t), which is a measure of the instantaneous strength of fluctuations above 10 kHz. Both signals were detrended and the windowed cross correlation was calculated using a window length of 4096 points, corresponding to about 8 ms.
This analysis was applied in Fig. 9 to an L-I -L transition with the X -point probe on the LFS (a, c, e) and an L-I transition with the probe on the HFS (b, d, f) . The raw I sat signals are shown in (a, b), as a function of both the time coordinate t and the probe major radius coordinate R(t). The spectrograms in (c, d) show the frequency evolution of the I -phases, which, after an initial downward chirping phase, reach fundamental frequencies of ∼2 kHz and ∼1 kHz for the LFS/HFS cases, respectively. Higher harmonics appear later, one in the LFS case (c) and up to three for the HFS case (d), a manifestation of the evolution from sinusoidal to triangular waveforms. The spectrograms support the choice of the cutoff frequency of 10 kHz. The results for the windowed cross correlation function are shown in Fig. 9 (e, f). It is evident that the cross correlation function follows a periodic pattern in the I -phases, establishing the important result that the small-scale turbulence is modulated during the limit-cycle oscillations also in the SOL. The time delays at maximum correlation, which can reach 0.6, correspond to a phase shift between π/2 and π, with the low-frequency I sat signal lagging behind the high-frequency turbulence.
A popular way to represent the phase relationship between a measure of the turbulence strength and a slowlyvarying system property is a Lissajous curve. 10, 11 In our case, a straightforward plot of I >10 kHz, rms sat against I <10 kHz sat over many pulsing periods results in an unimpressive figure, due to the relatively low correlation of 0.6. To make progress, the average waveform of both signals during one oscillation period must be established before the Lissajous curve can be defined meaningfully in terms of these period-averaged signals.
In Fig. 10 (a) , a 15-ms long sequence has been selected from the relatively stationary I -phase in Fig. 9 (b) and the signals I in Fig. 10 (b) , using the standard deviation as an error estimate. The average phase relationship between I <10 kHz sat and I >10 kHz, rms sat can now be meaningfully visualized as a Lissajous curve, which is given in Fig. 11 . The Lissajous curve describes approximately a circle rotating in the clockwise direction, meaning that I <10 kHz sat is following I >10 kHz, rms sat . To discuss this result in the light of existing predator-prey models of shear-flow turbulence interaction, 6, 10, 11, 13 recall that we found a high degree of anti-correlation between I sat and |u ⊥ | ∝ |E r | at the outboard midplane in Fig. 7 (d) . Thus the Lissajous curve between |E r | and I >10 kHz, rms sat , as presented in Ref. 11, would be followed in the counter-clockwise direction, corresponding to type J LCOs in their terminology. We have not observed a change in the LCO temporal ordering in the proximity of the L-H transition. In fact, throughout our database, we have not yet found a case where the Lissajous curve is followed in the opposite direction (type Y LCOs). However, it is clear that the I sat signal was measured at a very different location than |E r | in our case, such that a more global version of the predatorprey theory of the L-H transition, which is presently in development, 13 would be necessary to properly compare to.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the ratio I >10 kHz, rms sat /I <10 kHz sat was measured to be only ∼1% in a fully developed I -phase, which could only be resolved due to the exceptionally good S/N ratio of Langmuir probes compared to other turbulence diagnostics. As a further complication, the waveform in Fig. 10 (a) appears to have secondary features, namely a bump on the downward flank and a secondary trough before the start of the upward flank. These secondary features show up in the average waveform in Fig. 10 (b) , meaning that they are period-to-period reproducible, while they do not appear to be shot-to-shot reproducible for different I -phases. It is questionable whether such features should be counted as part of the average waveform or as part of the turbulence, which boils down to the choice of the cutoff frequency. While the shape of the Lissajous curve in Fig.  11 obviously depends on such choices, the result of a clockwise rotation direction appears to be robust for all I -phases, since we have not found a case with counterclockwise rotation in our database.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A comprehensive data set of L-I transitions and I -L back transitions was obtained with the reciprocating X -point probe in ASDEX Upgrade. The pulsing activity that defines the I -phase is strongly visible in the ion saturation currents measured by the probe and correlates strongly with Doppler reflectometry measurements at the outboard midplane, as well as with the divertortile shunt currents, highlighting the global nature of this phenomenon. Mean profile comparisons between L-mode and I -phase show small differences in parallel SOL flows and in the plasma potential φ, although the mix between φ f and T e contributions to φ changes appreciably. Electrons are cooler on the LFS and hotter on the HFS in the I -phase by ∼5 eV. The strongest change is observed in terms of a significantly lower SOL density in the Iphase, particularly on the HFS. This is in fact consistent with the majority of reports on the I -phase, where a clear drop in the D α intensity is seen 1, 8, 9, [17] [18] [19] [20] prior to the main pulsing activity, for which strong evidence exists that it results from the predator-prey interplay between shear flows and small-scale turbulence. By observing in Fig. 8 (d) a case in which the pulsing occurred strongly intermittently, following an all-ornothing principle, we add additional evidence that the pulsing cannot result from linear mode physics, thus corroborating the interpretation as an intrinsically nonlinear phenomenon. This paper also confirms that the I -phase pulsing does have a modulation effect on the smaller-scale fluctuations, even in the SOL, finding that the slowlyvarying I sat signal lags behind the small-scale turbulence by a phase shift between π/2 and π. Although the phase relationship between the I sat signal in the HFS X -point region and |E r | measurements at the outboard midplane could be determined in Fig. 7 (d) as close to π, it is not evident to draw stronger conclusions due to the spatial separation of our measurements. Rather, our multi-point measurements combining two turbulence diagnostics may serve as a guidance for theorists towards the development of a global model of the I -phase and the L-H transition.
Perhaps the biggest challenge to the predator-prey model of the L-H transition from our data comes from the observation that a strong density drop in the SOL, especially on the HFS, precedes the onset of the first clearly identifiable pulse of the I -phase. If indeed a substantial change in the SOL density occurs before a change in the turbulence characteristics is observed, it would appear necessary to invoke an additional mechanism, other than the standard shear-flow turbulence interaction, to fully explain the observations. However, although it is clear that no change in the turbulence is observed in the Doppler reflectometry data before the SOL density drop in Fig. 7 (c) , small indications appear to exist in the probe data, which have a superior S/N ratio. For example, in the spectrogram in Fig. 9 (c) , there appears to be a weak indication that the spectral feature that will become the I -phase pulsing is already emerging prior to the density drop, such that a change of the turbulent transport could be invoked to reconcile the observations. To gain clarity on this important question, a more detailed investigation on the evolution of fluctuations prior to the SOL density drop will be carried out in the future.
